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Ramenfest is Noodle-icious
ramen if you really wanted it)
were readily available. Mem
bers of the Charger Motor
This past Saturday the Sports team were also on
third annual Ramenfest, the hand with this year's race car
culminating event of Engi to talk to students and an
neering Week, was held on swer questions, but sadly, not
the University Center Lawn. to give demonstrations.
Each year E-Week is held to Throughout the afternoon
give our engineering stu local bands provided live
dents and chance to do some music.
Other activities included
bragging, catch up with
friends, and blow off a little things such as ramen con
steam doing the things they struction where students
love best. Other events for tested their wits and patience
the week included a movie, to build astonishing struc
concert, poetry readings, and tures from dry ramen and hot
last but certainly not least, glue. A large scale replica of
Alabama's largest LAN party Morton Hall was planned, but
fizzled out during construc
at the Von Braun Center.
Ramenfest was sched tion. A student going by
uled from 11:00 am. - 4:30 p.m. "Ace" (no affiliation with
and was guaranteed to be ACE) designed and built the
lots of fun. Beautiful spring winning piece—a ramen tro
weather and the lure of silly phy approximately two feet
activities was more than high—and received a gift cer
enough to bring out UAH tificate to Best Buy. Event
students, alumni, kids, and planners hope to find a loca
even pets. While attendance tion to display the pieces until
was down from an estimated they go bad.
Another crowd pleaser
three hundred last year, twice
as much ramen was donated was the sumo wrestling
for the event, meaning more setup. Students donned large
noodle fun for everyone.
sumo suits and helmets styl
The festival kicked off ized to look like Japanese hair
with a cookout. Hot dogs, and took turns fighting each
hamburgers, sodas (and other. Lines from Austin Pow

By Sarah Perrin

ers were optional and refer
ees were able to keep diaper
wedgies to a minimum. Match
winners received gift certifi
cates to Barnes and Noble.
Due to the warm weather,
many people took advantage
of the ramen swimming area,
which was a large kiddy pool
filled with freezing water and
what else? Ramen. Those
who were still hot made the
short walk to the trampoline
where they could jump wildly
and catch a bit of a breeze.
Things got a little out of hand
when students in sumo suits
decided they wanted to jump
too—mostly due to the fact
that were fun to tip over and
because once they were
down it took several people
to help them up again.
One of the performing

bands could not help but get
into the action themselves.
The filled large plastic bags
with wet ramen and enjoyed
flinging it at anyone and ev
eryone. Others went for a dip
using the large school gar
bage cans as improvised div
ing boards. Luckily, nobody
was injured.
Only a few students and
one small girl who remarked,
"Pools are for water, not
noodles!" refrained from the
messy activities opting in
stead to play volleyball in the
nearby sandpit.
All in all, Ramenfest was
once again a successful, fun,
and messy event. Students
of all majors are encouraged
to participate in E-Week next
year, learn a little bit, and

PERRIN on page15

UAH Bookstore Explains Buybacks
By Alberto
Hernandez-Barral
On the verge of the se
mester ending and facing the
spring buyback of students'
textbooks by next week, the
UAH Bookstore Advisory
Council is advertising man
ners and ways of getting
money back from used text
books and sharing their con
cerns about practices stu
dents do to save money from
their purchases that happen
to be unsuccessful in the
long term. Dealing with a certain reduction in UAH
Bookstore's sales with re
spect to the 2004 spring se
mester, Mr. Jeff Davis, the
bookstore manager, and staff
are definitely boosting and
encouraging purchases at the
bookstore as the better op
tion for students to fulfill the
requirements of UAH
courses and save money.
In a general sense, for one
or another reason, textbooks
are quite expensive. In com
parison, used books are
around 25 percent cheaper
than new ones. Used or new
books can be acquired at

considerable lower prizes
through on-line purchases.
This seems to be the reason
why more and more students
prefer buying their books on
line, despite delays or uncer
tainties. Since most UAH
courses require mandatory
textbooks carrying additional
"bundles," actualizations and
new editions are periodical
and books can be returned to
the UAH bookstore only un
der certain conditions. How
ever, the process is not that
straightforward. Specifically,
physics and math books
have software, disks, or codes
attached and textbooks in
medical science (i.e. nursing)
seem to change overnight.
Even though on-line retailers
are faster at adjusting their
merchants to additional ele
ments or new editions, some
times it is not the best buy if
students eventually decide
to get rid of their books.
Mr. Davis and the Book
store Council are campaign
ing just in time for the spring
buyback starting on April 28,
until May 4, in order to let
students know a few factors.
web
page
The
, may be

helpful to know the broad
basis of the buy-back pro
cess, but for locations and
details students may contact
the UAH bookstore at 8246604
or
email
at
uah@bkstr.com.
There are several factors
to be aware of. First, the book
store is not willing to buy
back disks, software, or indi
vidual student user codes a
book may contain.Since pub
lishers do not sell these com
ponents separately, the best
advice is to encourage stu
dents to ask professors if the
textbook can be used by it
self.
Second, "many of the text
books at UAH contain cus
tomized disks, software and
other materials made specifi
cally for your UAH courses
only. These 'bundles' are not
offered to online vendors or
in used condition with all the
components. By the time you
pay freight and return penal
ties, the cost is significantly
more than that of the campus
store where you would have
saved money," according to
information communicated
by the Bookstore direction
sent to Student Affairs.

Third, those courses us
ing a custom design textbook
(i.e. books written by the in
structor) are ordered by the
professor as "new only" and
then it cannot be bought back
at the bookstore once the
course is over.
The Bookstore Advisory
Council (chaired by the Vice
President for Student Affairs,
with four representative stu
dents out of 10 members),
and particularly Mr. Jeff
Davis and Ms. Delois Smith,
from Student Affairs, are
pushing steadily to let all
campus spheres know about
these factors. They want to
boost sales in the bookstore,
help students save money,
and increase communication
to each department. They
also want this information to
be included in the orientation
pack for new students.
In other news regarding
the bookstore, a partial re
modeling of the bookstore
(downstairs at the UC) has
been scheduled for this sum
mer with an initial cost of
$115,000.
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UAH SCEC Attends Convention
By Alicia Scott

By Barbie Czura
For those of you who did not know, last week was
the annual Greek Week here on Campus. It is a week
full of events that all fraternities and sororities on
campus love to compete in. Representatives from each
Greek organization met for weeks and planned out
what the week would consist of. Competing in Greek
Week is definitely great for bragging rights, but it
also helps the Greeks on campus to bond and have a
great time! This year we had some new events which
were a blast!
The week started off at Playmore Lanes last Sun
day. Each organization picked 3 or 4 players to repre
sent their team and the fun quickly began. On one
end of the lanes was some intense competition, the
other side just came to socialize and have a great time.
As a couple of hours passed, the winners of the night
were the returning bowling champs, the Delta Chi's.
Monday night the hot spot was at Southeast Cam
pus Housing. Even though the rain did put a damper
on some things, it was a good turnout! Pizza and drinks
were served while the Red Light/ Green Light mixer
took place. The deal was that if you were in a relation
ship you would come dressed in something Red. If
you were single, you would come in green. But if you
were in a relationship that you are willing to get out
of... you'd wear yellow! Due to the rain, many events
had to be canceled, but the Iron Man Contest still
took place. Iron man? You're probably thinking brutal
strength, right? Nope, it actually was an ironing com
petition. The night ended with a huge game of sand
volleyball. The winner of the night was actually a tie
between the Sigma Nu's and the Delta Chi's.
Tuesday's event was held during the day, in the
field between Southeast and the Fitness Center. Bring
ing us back to the days in middle school, a good old
fashion Field Day happened. They had relay-races,
such as the 3-legged and the wheel barrel, a pie eating
contest, and finally the "aluminum container" toss
contest. A little sunburn didn't keep anyone from
having a great time. The winners of the day were again
the Delta Chi's.
The week finally ended on Thursday at the Greek
Week Banquet. The banquet was held in the Exhibit
Hall with about 200 people there for the occasion.
Many famous faces around campus attended, such
as Delois Smith, Toni Morgan and even Dr. Franz.
After enjoying a wonderful dinner Emily Fitz and
Charles King gave short speeches about Panhellenic
and IFC this year. Then it was time for Cathi Curtis
and Emily Fitz to give the following awards: the win
ners of Greek Week were the Delta Chi's, most com
munity service were theATO's, best mixer was to KD's
and ATO's, best GPA was the KD's, Sportsman Tro
phy was to Sigma Nu's, and Delta Chi received the
President's Cup. Concluding the night, individual
awards were given to Emily Fitz and Charles King for
being Woman and Man of the Year, and Lauren
Bussey for highest Greek GPA.

Members of the UAH
Student Council for Excep
tional Children (CEC) re
cently attended the 2005 CEC
Convention and Expo in Bal
timore, Maryland held April
6 through April 9.
Lisa Grice, Nicole
Schwartz, Shayla White,
Niki Fortenberry, Jessica
Rose, Krista Howard, and Dr.
Carla Confer, assistant pro
fessor of education, partici

pated in the four day event.
The annual conference
provides opportunities for
professional development.
"It is the world's largest con
vention devoted to special
and gifted education, offer
ing over 700 sessions cover
ing professional standards,
governmental policies, and
professional development for
all areas of exceptionality,"
states Dr. Confer, who
teaches collaborative cog
nate courses for UAH's edu
cation department.

Information is presented
in various formats, including
poster sessions, lectures,
demonstrations, and panel
discussions. UAH students
attended sessions on autism,
behavior management, inclu
sion, and diverse learners. Dr.
Confer participated in ses
sions including tiered in
struction, grading students
in the inclusive classroom,
evaluating internship experi
ences, and teacher work
samples.
Schwartz says, "I was

glad I went. I found the pre
sentations very helpful and
informative, and I was pro
vided with updated informa
tion, such as recent research
findings, teaching methods,
and education tools. Also, I
had an opportunity to meet
other students and profes
sionals to share information
and experiences."
Next year'sconference will
be held in Salt LakeCity, Utah.
More information on the CEC
can be obtained at http://
www.cec.sped.org.

UAH Students Win Panoply Contest
By Jason Evans
Two UAH students
turned in a play, which was
initially a final for a theater
appreciation class, into one
of four winning plays in an
open writing contest spon
sored by Panoply.
The Alabama Kid, which
was written by Jeff Graham,
a junior, and Jason Pittman,

a sophomore, is a slapstick
comedy set in the west that
features Graham's gun twirl
ing skills and Pittman's skill
at using a fireman's carry.
The play, which won the
writers $50 and free tickets to
Panoply, will be performed at
7:30 p.m. on April 22 and 23,
and will also be performed
during the afternoon at 2:00
p.m. on April 23 and 24 inside

the Huntsville Museum of
Art.
David Harwell, a theater
professor at UAH, is the di
rector of the play. Chase
Tidmore, a freshman, plays
the role of the bartender.
Graham, an English major,
plays guitar in a local band
in addition to his artistic and
academic endeavors. He is
vice president of the UAH
Photos by Madison Young

What are your plans for
summer?

Erin Maguire

Emily Park

Music Education, Sophomore

Elementary Education, Sophomore

"I'm taking classes otherwise I'm
never going to graduate."

"I am taking two June classes and
then trying to make some money the rest
of the summer."

•••••••

**ATO will be holding a Poker Tournament
fundraiser at the Benchwarmer this Saturday (Apr.23)
at 5:30pm. There is a $25 entry fee, with door prizes
and other prizes for the top five players. All proceeds
will be going to the UAH Foundation.

Brittany Agius
Biology/Chemistry, Freshman

"I'd like to work at one of the labs on
campus. I may be traveling to Malta or
England also."

Shannon Jones
Biological Science,
Sophomore
I m going to take my son camping and
just take a break."

Acting Club, and Pittman is
the president. Harwell won an
Emmy for set design.
Pittman says the play is
fun for all ages. Graham hopes
it will help bring improve
ments to the acting program
at UAH. They both think that
students in the program could
be used in national films shot
locally.
Harwell said, "of the four
plays in the ten minute play
festival, one was written by
UAH students, and a UAH
student appears in every play.
It is a credit to the untapped
talent on campus."
Graham's favorite author is
Chuck
Palahniuk and
Pittman's favorite is William
Gibson. Harwell's favorite di
rector is Quentin Tarantino. '
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Great Turnout for Vehicle Workshop
By Sarah Perrin
Last Friday afternoon at
3:00 behind Southeast Cam
pus Housing UAH Campus
Police officers Karl Kissich
and Mike Albino aided by
Charger Motor Sports mem
ber Chip Cieutat, presented
the first ever Powder Puff Car
Workshop for people campus
wide. This event was the idea
of staff member Barbara
Lawson who said, "I've al
ways wanted to take a course
like this." Over twenty people
of all ages, both male and fe
male, were in attendance to
learn more about car safety.
Safety, from maintenance
to defensive driving to deal
ing with strangers, is really
what it is all about. Topics
covered included routine ve
hicle checks, oil changes, flat
tire repair, jumper cables, as
well as personal safety and
were very informative. Offic
ers used their personal ve
hicles for demonstrations of
all procedures. Even if you
missed the demonstrations.

we can still share some of the
important information with
you.
Car Safety and Mainte
nance: No matter the age of
your vehicle it is your respon
sibility as the owner/driver to
keep it in safe working con
dition. Every week at the
same time and location make
it a habit to give your car a
thorough once over. Get a
friend to help you and make
sure that all of your signals
and lights are working. Check
the indicators on the dash to
make sure internal parts are
in working order. Also check
locks, windows, fluid levels,
brakes, and tire pressure. If
you are unsure of the correct
tire pressure check your
owner's manual, the outside
of your tire, or ask at an es
tablishment such as Jiffy
Lube. Remember that keeping
tabs on the little things will
not only keep you safer on
the road but also from hav
ing to foot the bills for repairs
when you sell. In addition,
make sure to change the oil

in your vehicle every 3,000
miles and to rotate your tires
every 6,000 miles. The front
right tire should go the left
back, the front left tire to the
right back, and vice versa.
Replace windshield wipers at
regular intervals.
Things to Take with You:
Whether driving to the store
or across the country to see
a pal, there are some things
that you should always have
in your car—they will keep
you safe and in many cases
save you money as well. Con
sider buying a large storage
container and setting up your
own emergency kit and keep
ing it in your backseat or
trunk. Always make sure that
you have the tools needed to
repair a flat, even if only tem
porarily. While many cars
come with crude tools and a
spare tire you can often buy
a better quality repair kit at a
department store for $40-$50
to make the job easier. Buy a
tube of repair glue to tempo
rarily fix a punctured tire as a
spare is only safe to drive on

at low speeds and for a few
miles. It is also important to
have jumper cables in case
your battery dies. For an
other $40-$50 you can buy
cables that have their own
battery so you can jump your
self and thereby, "eliminating
the chance of some dirtbag
getting a hold of you," says
Officer Kissich. Other things
to include in your kit: impor
tant numbers, insurance in
formation, flares for emer
gency stops, wet wipes for
dirty repairs, brown sacks or
towels to kneel on if you are
in good clothes, pepper
spray, flashlight, a first aid kit,
medications (diabetics, asth
matics, etc.), umbrella, cash
for gas, a box snack like
granola bars, water, and even
a good book. Even if your car
is fine, you never know when
there might be an accident on
the interstate that has you
held up for five or ten hours.
Personal Safety: Some
times, even when you do ev
erything right as far as car
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BCM Students Learn to Lead
By John Michael

Hampton
April 8 and 9, students
from the Leadership team of
the Baptist Campus Minis
tries here at UAH met with
other BCM leaders from
around the state at Shocco
Springs Conference Center in
Talladega, AL. The purpose
of the two day conference
was to learn leadership skills
that would help grow and
strengthen the local BCM

group here on campus.
The speaker at the confer
ence, Matt Kerlin from the
University of Alabama BCM
(in Tuscaloosa), spoke on
three parables from the Bible
and how they relate to lead
ership skills. There was also
praise and worship services,
group sessions, and ses
sions where each school met
separately with their advi
sors.
The group sessions had
different themes, such as

general missions, campus
outreach, and community in
volvement. Each school had
representatives in each
group. As usual, UAH was
well represented at the event,
thanks to the efforts of the
advisor, Edwin Hocutt.
Revived, refreshed, and
ready to lead, the students
returned to campus with a
new energy for the coming
year. The leadership team is
already putting some of the
ideas discussed to use on the

The Top Dog at UAH

Photos by Elizabeth Bice

campus, with more ideas
ready to be implemented in
the months to come.
The BCM meets on Tues
day nights at 6:30 p.m. in the
Baptist Student Center on
Sparkman Drive, with a din
ner held at the same facility
on Thursdays at noon. The
Student Leadership Confer
ence is an annual event for
the leadership staff held in
Talladega each year during
April.

Checking in...
with the UAH Chess Club
By Don Maddox
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Diagram courtesy of ChessBase

Position after 17...Be4?!

Why not chess?
I work pretty hard. I've worked pretty hard for years.
Occasionally people ask me, "How can you come home
and study chess after a hard day at the office?"
My answer always amazes them - "It's relaxing."
Chess just looks like work. It's really meditation, or
grout.
The chessboard is a much simpler space than the
rest of my life; the relationships between wooden pieces
are much easier to calculate than those we all wrestle
with at home, at work, in school, even driving on the
streets. Focusing on these 64 squares, I'm exercising a
different set of muscles than I use in everyday life. I
actually come away from a study session feeling re
laxed and refreshed.
Grout? Most of us manage irregular blocks of time with fairly substantial cracks between them. Folks fill
those cracks in various ways - sports, reading, sex,
drugs, rock & roll, etc. As a student at Texas A&M and
the University of Chicago, I got used to having some
thing to do all of the time. I like it that way. And chess
gives me at least the illusion of something constructive
to do all of the time - grout filling in the cracks in my life.
Here, thirty years later, I lead a rich life, and I'm never at
a loss for how to spend my time. I'm still in the habit of
studying, the only addition I've retained from my years
in the university.
I'm biased, but I consider chess the ideal pastime for
a student - an everpresent challenge that adjusts to
your schedule, sharpens your mind, and rewards disci
pline. I am, of course, aware that students have other,
often more pressing goals.
MussioJ - Maddox,D
USA Queen corr USA, 1997
I'm going to end the year with a correspondence
game I played against a strong opponent in 1997.
I.e4e52.f4
The King's Gambit. I knew that John specialized in
the white side of this adventurous opening. So did I and I didn't mind defending the black side.
2...exf43.Nf3g5
Threatening to retain the f-pawn and interfere with
white's development.
4.h4
Best, undermining the f-pawn by attacking its base
at g5 before black can reinforce it with ...h7-h6.
4...g45.Ne5
This variation is called the Kieseritzky Gambit.
5...Nf66.d4
A steady, logical continuation, controlling the cen
ter and uncorking the Be1. In his 1999 book on the Kings
Gambit, GM Neil McDonald gives 6.Bc4 d5 7.exd5 Bg7
8.d4Nh59.0-0Qxh4 lO.Qel! Qxel 1 l.Rxel 0-0 12.Nc3
Nd7 13.Nb5 c5!? 14.c3cxd4 15.cxd4Nb6 16.Bb3Bd7!
17.a4Rad8 18.Nc7Bf6 19.Bd2Bh420.Recl Ng321.Rel
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SGA Review

President's
Corner
By Ryan Schuler

CNS Resolution Passes Unanimously

Hello UAH!Well the semester is com
ing to an end and finals will be here be
fore we all know it. It is time for the
coffee and Red Bull all-nighters and play
ing catch up on all that reading you
should have been doing all semester
long.

By

Along with the end of the semester,
SGA will have its last meeting of the
spring this week. We will resume on June
6"1 for the summer session. This summer
the SGA will be quite busy and plans to
continue working on making the Uni
versity Center into a more student ori
ented, student center, through the cre
ation of the SGA Relocation Committee.
We will also be working on developing
a Clubs and Organizations Communica
tion Database, Frosh Mosh, and many
other projects.
As always, if any of you (The UAH
Student Body) are interested in inquir
ing about what the SGA does and/or
would like to find out how to get in
volved, feel free to drop by the SGA of
fice in UC 106 or call me personally at
824-2728.
Good luck during finals and have a
great summer break.

249

Madison Young

Computer and Network Ser Representatives to work to
ally, if a funding for a single
vices for "repetitively and gether, junior, Khushboo
organization exceeds six hun
This week's SGA meet
knowingly failing in its mis Modi and, freshman, Seth
dred dollars, the request must
ings marked the last of the
sion." After this discussion
Farrington. The College of be
passed
with
a
spring semester and began
was laid to rest, the resolu Liberal Arts decided to face
supermajority (two thirds)
with an informal Assembly
tion was passed unani this challenge as a group.
vote. These are a few things
gathering. Mr.Ryan Schueler, mously.
However, the primary floor that Ms. Modi will pay close
President of SGA, expressed
Ms. Erin Cornelius for leader will be Whitney Snow.
attention to as the end of fis
his gratitude and thanks to
mally announced that she will This week after a brief chat,
cal year is still months away
those who helped out and
the Representatives from the and funds are running low.
renresenteH
"° longer be workin8 in the lfle
SGAas VlcePresiden,forFion Campus
Campus Visit
Visit Day
Dav held
held nancial
College
of Science decided
to
A spokesperson from the
Affairs Therefore,
designate
Amber
Institute of Electrical and
April 16.
Ashley Johnson was nomi Rauschkolb as the one to
Electronics Engineers was
The Assembly Resolu
nated, appointed, and sworn meet with the dean on a
present to follow up on a
tion for the Reform of the
in to fill this position and take monthly basis. Once again,
funding request SGA ap
University's Residential Net
over the tasks it entails.
as Kimberly Wilson is the proved a while back. IEEE
work System (A.R. 04-05.02)
only Nursing student in the participated in several events
was read for the third andfiHouse, she was automatically at a regional conference and
t,me bef0re votlnS- Esthe election of college floor
appointed to the job.
placed second one involving
sentially, this piece of legis
leaders had to be redone. In
Rules Chair, Devin the construction of a func
lation is a direct response to
stead of a quick basic volun Johnson, stated that the
tioning robot. Galen Collins,
the "unreliability of the net
teer type of assignment. Rules committee isstill "fine
work' and the dissatisfac
a Representative and also a
Speaker of the House, Ms. tuning" a bill about the UAH
member of the Engineering
tion of "seventy two point
Laura F. Moore, divided the recycling program and an
six percent"of students who
Student Council, informed
Representatives into groups amendment to the House by
were surveyed about the
the House that the LAN
based on college. Each group laws. The group is also work
internet service by the UAH
party was indeed "hot stuff"
was given ten minutes to ing on a piece of legislation
Housing office. A few ques
with around one hundred and
nominate the person who regarding the cafeteria meal
twenty people and "eighteen
tions were raised about the
would be best fit for the job. plan system. Ms. Mital Modi,
suggestion of an "official
hours of gaming." Mital
After the meeting was recon Finance Chair, brought many
admonition" directed to
Modi, also President of the
vened, the slightly altered list points to light about the roles
of floor leaders was revealed. and regulations of the com International Culture Organi
In the College of Administra mittee. An example of these zation, announced that the
tive Science, Mallory Jacklin overlooked rules is the fact Laura Fuentes Y Calicanto
was still the number one that the SGA is only allowed concert was a huge success.
The affair was informally
choice. The group of Engi to grant one hundred and fifty
transformed
into more of a
neering students picked two
airfare. AdditionAddition memorial
jjT
|
pimcea two dollars for atrfare.
memorial for
for Dr.
Dr. Youmans
Youmans.

New Senators Approved

oil you con fly.
Oil summer long

w\IreTs^rit
success that
the Senate achieved this
week was greatly overshad
owed by what was accom
plished in Assembly, a note
worthy feat for said body.
The Assembly Resolution for
the Reform of the University's
Residential Network System

Hey, you con sleep in September

ooys ot me week, and to Hie West all (he time. It's an awesome deol 0 17AQare limited. When they're sold outfit's all over.

passes

Requires a college ID, proof of age (18-25) and a sense of adventure.
Go to

flyi.com to buy your pass or for

more details.

ResNet)b^ Confused with
ResNet) was unanimously
passed, the firs, such piece
of unanimous legislation un
der President Schueler in
volving both houses of the
SGA. The result of the vote
was met by an ovation from
every person in the room.

aas =====

independence
...

V7\

con be changed or cancelled prior to departure (or ^25^^^ o^t'®5
^
restrictions and limitations apply to the GliDE Pas, See FLYi comlr (tf£ SSgjfc

IT perfunclory 9uesti°n related to relocating the SGA,
and answer session it was no, all of the student organirevealed that Mr. Lewis, zations. According to Sen.
whose trademark is wearing Parks, all administration re
expensive designer brand lated organizations are to
name clothing, was wearing move to Morton Hall and
an $8 tie, eye catching and what is now known as the
jazzy though it may be.
University Center (UC) will be
As a side note, last week solely for student based or
Matthew Callis and and John ganizations such as the SGA
Bland waine
became Senators
senators while
while and the Exponent.
Luke Green and Emilv Saw
Senator Megan Hug
yer became executtmem-"
briefed the Senate on the
hers- Koushik Ghosh had Tour of NCRHII plans. Cur
also been nominated for the rently, UAH does not own
position but failed to show the building and will not pos
and therefore could not be
sess it until it is built for liapproved.
ability issues. Working to
T,
rn (JL n.'.h arter °f A,pba gether with ACE was tabled
until the fall. A brief mention
of Frosh Mosh develop
since it required no work from ments led to the motion to
the Senate.
adjourn.
Sen. Parks, not having to
On the whole, the Senate
deal with
.u:
, a resistant House was rainer
rather quite tnis
this weex,
week,
mot th 'Was Presen( to pro- mainly because of the abmoie tne Senate committee to sence of Sen. Burleson. Also

01106

P"*)'™

versity to publicly admit to
its failure to serve the student
body with the current admin
istration of network affairs
and to take affirmative action
to correct the problem.
This week in the Senate
The first order of busi
ness was that of approving
nominations. This week
Katherine Cissom was ap
pointed forJunior Senator,Gil
Lewis for Chief of Staff and
Geoff Tyson for Internal Affairs. All three were an

the ^ r relocation of
. ' Coming as a sur.. ° s.ome' '^e relocation
apparently is scheduled for
the conclusion of the 20052006 school year. The com
mittee has been tasked as a
fact finding
S mission
missi°n only.
on'yf u

Z

r issues

missing was Sen. Bums. Surprisingly, the Senate let out a
decent thirty minutes before
the House did, a rare occur
rence.
Being the last meeting of
the 2004-2005 school year,
there was, shockingly, no
melodrama. The next Senate
meeting will be June 6"\ 2005.

Dr. Madeleine Youmans Remembered
Currently I am Trea
surer of International
Cultural Organization
and Next Year's Presi
dent. Dr. Youmans
was a great professor,
awesome advisor and
a close friend.
Her support and in
spiration got me in
volved in ICO and
other organizations to
become a leader. She
will always be remem
bered.

Thanks,
Khushboo Modi
Mother and I thank all
Madeleine's
col
leagues, students and
friends for the over
whelming support
and love extended to
us during this difficult
time, and all the hon
ors you have paid,
and continue to pay,
to Madeleine. We also
thank you for all the
gifts of friendship,
collegiality and fun
each of you gave
Madeleine. She loved
Huntsville and the Uni
versity of Alabama,
and we are so glad she
had each and every
one of you in her life.
In her memory, we
ask you to emulate her
life, make the most of
your potentials, live
life to the fullest,
show courage and de
termination in the face
of the most daunting
obstacles, and succeed

in your chosen paths.
You are her legacies;
do her proud.

With
heartfelt
gratitude,
Claire Youmans

mean?" he asked.
People agreed: "No
matter how busy you
are, you can always
do more things.""No,"
he replied. "The
meaning is: if you
wish to put all these
materials in the cube,
you need to locate the
big stones first." For
many, family is a big
stone and friends are
important as well.
This is exactly what
Madeleine did. That
explains how she was
able to do so many
things and so well.
Alberto HernandezBarral

Madeleine Youmans
was a woman with a
great versatility. She
was involved in a big
deal of activities at
UAH and in many oc
casions she was
above the average.
Throughout
last
week, we had oppor
tunity of seeing her
pictures, and it hap
pened to be very sur
prising to me that she
always appeared in
company of her The Dr. Youmans I
friends and family. knew...
That reminded me of Well-rounded, intelli
a professor giving a gent, complimented
lecture to a group of my Salad Nicoise
entrepreneurs. He put (even though my po
an empty recipient on tatoes were practically
the table and started raw), cultured, en
filling it up with big couraging, lover of In
stones. When he fin ternational foods, hip,
ished, he asked the inspiring, fashionable,
audience, "Do you open-minded, punc
think I can fill this tual, friendly, made
cube more?" Every Irish Christmas Cook
body shook their ies that were absolute
head. Then, he took heaven, caring, tennis
a bag full of tiny player, funny, good
stones and poured all listener, pretty, outgo
the contents in the ing, choir singer, had
cube. He asked the great taste in music,
same question again compassionate, my
and people hesitated. advisor, my friend.
So, he finally took a Amber Collazo
bag of sand and put
all its contents in the Madeleine was cheeky
cube. "What does it and brave and coolly

waged war against Madeleine befriended is wonderful", "Con
unfairness, injustice, those who needed a gratulations!" "Yeah
and graceless stupid friend. Madeleine was Alright!", and the ubiq
ity. Madeleine was young at heart and uitous "I knew you
proud of her accom loved kitchy decor and could do it!". She was
plishments and more all manner of trendy sometimes
more
than a little surprised clothing. Madeleine proud of their accom
and happy when she picked herself up af plishments than they
gained recognition. I ter a lost love and were. And when she
can only imagine her went on to love again. had a hand in their
amazement at the Madeleine never used success she was
outpouring of love for her physical issues as equally proud to have
her after her death. an excuse for not par been able to help
Madeleine bulldozed ticipating in sports or them reach their goal.
through life with the life. Madeleine was She was an amazing
twin gifts of energy never a slave to cook woman who would
and
enthusiasm. ing or cleaning, but use all of her free time
Madeleine was both she kept in close, of helping at events of
idealistic and realistic, ten daily, touch with the ICO and attending
and could always friends and family. the planning meet
manage to excuse oc- Madeleine had the ings.
She never
casional lapses in common touch in treated the students
people who meant a dealing with all like she was bored
lot to her. Madeleine people, but she was with their company
zealously supported one-of-a-kind.
because they were
every activity of Suanne Kiss
students and she was
groups in which she
a Professor. Quite the
was involved, and One of the things that opposite: She was a
never shirked the I will always remem friend to everyone,
most mundane task. ber
about
Dr. and cherished their
Madeleine was Auntie Youmans is that her friendship.
Mame, she took risks student's successes I always knew she
and damned the tor were her joys. If one was an interesting,
pedoes. Madeleine of her students, or an fun, easy to get along
could help you find International Cultural with person but it
the best cell phone Organization (ICO) wasn't until her death
plan and advise you member, received an that it crystallized in
on dealing with a par award, won a schol my mind how unique
ent with Alzheimer's arship, was elected and special she really
disease. Madeleine into a society or to an was.
Madeleine
was loyal to the core, officer position, or Youmans should have
and gave her time, was accepted to taught lessons on how
love, and encourage Graduate School, she to be that warm, open
ment to those around was absolutely excited and engaging. She is
her. Madeleine was for them. Her re greatly loved, and will
generous in gift giv sponses were always always be missed.
ing and arranging along the line of: Sheryl Gallop
celebratory events. "GREAT!", "Wow that ICO Vice President
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A BRIEF UPDATE ON UAH ATHLETICSl

Baseball
(14-21, 6-9)
April 13 Kennesaw State 6, UAH 4
April 15 West Florida 15, UAH 5
April 15 UAH 6, West Florida 2
April 16 West Florida 4, UAH 1
Upcoming Games:
April 19 Delta State, 6 p.m.
April 20 Delta State, 4 p.m.
April 23 at West Georgia (DH), Noon
April 24 at West Georigia, Noon
April 26 Martin Methodist, 1 p.m.
April 29 North Alabama, 2 p.m
April 30 North Alabama (DH), Noon

Softball
(46-12,12-7)
April 14-17 GSC Crossover, Decatur, AL
April 14 UAH 10, Central Arkansas 2
April 14 UAH 6, Southern Arkansas 2
April 15 UAH 8, Arkansas Tech 5
April 15 Delta State 6, UAH 5
April 16 Christian Brothers 4, UAH 1
April 16 UAH 8, Ouachita Baptist 7
April 16 UAH 3, Henderson State 0
April 17 UAH 10, Arkansas-Monticello 0
Upcoming Games:
April 21 Valdosta State, 7 p.m.
April 22 Valdosta State (DH), 12 p.m.
April 30 at West Georgia (DH), 2 p.m.
May 1 at West Georgia, 11 a.m.
May 6-8 GSC Tournament at Tupelo, MS

Track and Field
April 22-23 Vanderbilt Invitational, Nash
ville, TN
May 7 Orange and Purple Classic,
Clemson, SC
May 13-14 Georgia Tech Invitational, At
lanta, GA
May 26-28 NCAA DII Outdoor Champion
ship, Abilene, TX

NEED
JOB?

A

The Exponent currently has
positions available for writers.
If you are intrested please con
tact Joseph Terrell via email a t
editor@exponent.uah.edu

Lady Chargers and CCFA Win Big
By JoelTruitt
The UAH Women's Soc
cer team ended their spring
soccer season on a positive
note. On Saturday, April 16,
the Lady Chargers beat the
UNA Lions. The Chargers
had the lead going into halftime from a goal by freshman
Britney Gilmer. In thesecond
half,
junior
Lindsey
Schemenaur scored UAH's
second goal early into the
half. UNA tried to mount a
come back by scoring a goal,
but it was not enough. The
Chargers held on to their lead
to win the game 2-1. Lady
Chargers
head
coach
Tafadzwa "Lincoln" Ziyenge
said, "We moved the ball
around and defended well."
Saturday's game was not
just about UAH. The two
teams were playing in Kick a
Goal for CCFA, sponsored by
Crestwood/TOC-The Ortho
pedic Center and Knology.
UAH and UNA were joined
by Samford, BirminghamSouthern, Auburn and Ala-

Lady Chargers Battle UNA at CCFA Event
bama during Saturday's ac
tivities. These six teams
along with News Channel 19
were trying to raise money for
the Crohn's and Colitis Foun
dation of America (CCFA).
As well as his head coach
ing duties, Lincoln, is also a
spokesman for CCFA. He
said, "We were trying to do
two things Saturday. First, we

were trying to raise money to
find a cure. Second, we were
trying to raise awareness.
This is a big problem and very
few people have even heard
of Crohn's and [and ulcer
ative] colitis (IBD)." Accord
ing to www.CCFA.org "149
out of 100,000 people" are
affected by the disease.
'Therefore, this is a very im-

portant issue," says Lincoln.
Saturday's games are an an
nual event and all proceeds
form ticket sales went to
CCFA. For more information
on Crohn's and IBD, includ
ing what you can do to help,
go to www.CCFA.org.
The Lady Chargers will be
back in action in August and
ask for your support!

Charger Baseball Splits Series
By Heather Evans
Sports Editor
The Charger Baseball
Team attempted to gain
ground in the Gulf South
Conference Standings this
past weekend with a three
game series against lllh
ranked West Florida. The
Chargers started play on Fri
day afternoon at Madison
Academy with a doubleheader. The Chargers jumped
out early in the game by go
ing up 5-2 heading into the
5"1 inning. The Chargers held
West Florida to only 3 hits in
the first four innings, but
something seemed to click
for West Florida in the last
five innings as they collected
17 hits off of the Charger
pitching staff. These hits
gave West Florida 15 runs
overall in the game while the
Chargers were not able to put
another run on the board
ending the first game of the
series with a 15-5 final.
The second game saw the
Chargers come alive with an

explosive sixth inning. Trai
Meadows
and
Ryan
Bowerman both reached to
leadoff the inning before jun
ior designated hitter Wes
Hopper hit a single to right
field that scored Ryan
Berryman, who had pinch ran
for Meadows. With the game
tied, junior right fielder Omari
Turner singled through the
left side to bring home
Bowerman. Freshman left
fielder BJ Cranford then laid
down a sacrifice bunt to ad
vance the runners to second
and third. A single by junior
catcher Brian Nash brought
senior Tobias Kelley across
the plate, who had pinch ran
for Hopper to give the Charg
ers a 4-2 lead. The reigning
GSC East Player of the Week,
Senior David Pressley, then
came up to bat with UWF
choosing to walk the .409 hit
ter to face Mark Caprio. The
junior third baseman made
them reconsider their deci
sion to face him with a single
to right bringing Turner home
for a 5-2 margin before Senior

Ryan Cox singled to bring
home Nash for the 6-2 score.
Freshman
Brandon
Wallace picked up the
Charger win from the mound
by tossing the complete
seven innings. The Hartselle
native scattered seven hits
throughout the game while
allowing one earned run and
striking out two plus walking
none.
After splitting the doubleheader on Friday afternoon,
the rubber game of the series
was on the line for UAH and
1 lth-ranked West Florida on
Saturday at Joe Davis Sta
dium. Yet the West Florida
Argonaunts went home with
the4-l-win.
The Charger Baseball
Team also lost a close game
to Kennesaw State on April
13 in Kennesaw, Georgia. The
Chargers attempted a come
back in the final inning after
being down 2-6, but came up
just short with a 4-6 loss.
Junior Daniel Jasper col
lected the loss at the mound
for the Chargers, while Senior

Urrent'! h3S POSitions mailable

David Pressley led the
Charger offense with a 2-for4 effort, including his fifth
homerun of the season and 2
RBI's.
As of press time the
Chargers have a 14-21 record
with a 6-9 record in the GSC.
The Chargers will finish out
the season with a series
against West Georgia on
April 19 and 20 in Georgia, a
home game against Martin
Methodist on April 26, a
home series against North
Alabama on April 29-30 and
a doubleheader to end the
regular season against
Tusculum in Greenville, TN
on May 3. Don't forget to try
and catch the Charger se
niors Ryan Cox, David
Pressley, Tobias Kelley, Clay
Doggett, Trai Meadows, and
Tyde Meadows in their final
home game as "Boys in Blue"
against GSC rival UNA on
April 30 at noon. Go Charger
Baseball!

for sports
rested Please contact Heather
Evans via pma'^T
Evans via email at sports@exponent.uah.edu
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Chargers Finish Strong at Crossover CAMPUS CHATTER
By Chris Karigan

in the second, but not for
In a wild contest that saw Lady Chargers took a quick
long. UAH would retake the three UAH pitchers take the lead by a pair of RBI singles
lead in the third inning, thanks mound, the Lady Chargers in the first inning, courtesy
Going into the Gulf South
to RBI base hits from were determined for a win. of Stephanie Pinto and
Conference Crossover, the
Stephanie Pinto, Ashley Pot The Ouachita Baptist Tigers Ashley Potter. Following
Lady Chargers were just
ter, and Summer Reeves. got the scoreboard going in three scoreless innings, UAH
barely above .500 in the con
Freshman pitcher Jenni the first inning, but UAH was would add another run to the
ference at (6-5) and looked to
Smithson would take over for soon on top in the third in scoreboard on an RBI double
improve that number by Sun
Lindsey Skinner in the fifth
ning, thanks to a three run from junior first baseman
day.
inning. Clinging to a 5-3 lead, home run shot from Christy Andrews. Jenni
April 14
the Lady Chargers needed to Stephanie Pinto, her 17th of
Smithson (11-2) played great
UAH10,UCA2
put down DSU in the bottom the season. Although the on the mound, allowing only
UAH sped out of the
of the seventh and final in Tigers would score five runs two hits as she recorded the
gates to take an early lead
ning. Unfortunately, UAH over the next four innings, the final out in the seventh in
over the Central Arkansas
could not stop the Lady Lady Chargers were up to the ning on a swinging strike out
Bears in the top of the first
Statesmen, who scored the task, scoring one run in each to take the shutout win for
inning, thanks to a solo home
game winning run on a wild of the four innings. One of
UAH.
run shot from sophomore
pitch. Smithson (10-2) suf
those runs came from a solo
UAH10,UAM0
designated player Stephanie
fered the loss for the Lady home run shot from junior
In their last game of the
Pinto, her 16th of the season.
Chargers.
right fielder Kayla Suggs, her GSC crossover, UAH was not
The Lady Chargers contin
April 16
first of the season. After only hoping to keep the win
ued to roll by scoring at least
UAH 1, CBU 4
seven regulation innings fol streak alive, but score a re
one run in every inning, in
The Lady Chargers hoped lowed by two overtime in peat shutout. Things started
cluding a three run home run
to overcome Saturday's loss nings, the score was still off with a bang against the
hit by sophomore pitcher
and get back on track. Sadly,
deadlocked at seven runs Arkansas-Monticello Cotton
Jenny Hess, her first of the
that was not the case against
apiece. Finally in the tenth
Blossoms, as Stephanie
season. With so much of
the Christian Brothers Lady inning, after one unsuccess Pinto hit a one out, two run
fense, the Bears never stood
Buccaneers. The Lady Bucs ful sacrifice play, junior cen homer in the first inning,
a chance. Jenny Hess (14-2)
took control quickly, and
ter fielder Kristin Spencer bringing her season total to
picked up the win for UAH
UAH could not keep up. The nailed a sacrifice fly to center 19 long balls. But the Lady
on the mound.
Lady Chargers tried to mount field, bringing freshman pinch Chargers really did some
UAH6,SAU2
a comeback in the bottom of
runner Kristy Pilkerton in for damage in the second inning,
The Chargers took on the
the seventh and final inning, the win. Lindsey Skinner(17- amassing seven runs off of
Southern
Arkansas
but despite three hits includ 8) was credited with the win base hits and five fielding and
Riderettes with the second
ing an RBI single, it was not for the Lady Chargers.
throwing errors from the Cot
verse ending almost the same
to be. Lindsey Skinner (16-8)
UAH 3, HSU 0
ton Blossoms. After such a
as the first. Although SAU
was hit with the loss on the
Coming off such a dra devastating second inning,
took the first score in the third
hill for UAH.
matic win, UAH was ready to the game was pretty much
inning, following a fielder's
UAH 8, OBU 7 (10 in take down the Henderson over. UAH would score once
choice and a fielding error, the
nings)
State Lady Reddies. The
KARIGAN on page 15
Lady Chargers were on top.
In the fifth inning, Jenny
Hess added another home
run to her season total, this
OST NURSES W
one to the tune of a grand
STEM
slam. With that, UAH had the
RSES
win all but wrapped up. Jun
ior pitcher Lindsey Skinner
(16-7) took the win on the
mound, with six strikeouts.
U.S. AIR FORCE
April 15
MM
CROSS
UAH 8, ATU 5
For their third game, the
Lady Chargers faced another
Arkansas team, the Arkansas
Tech Golden Suns. UAH
played solid offense, earning
six runs in the first inning off
base hit after base hit. The
game didn't see another
score until the sixth inning,
when the Lady Chargers put
two more runs on the board
off of RBI singles. In the bot
tom of the sixth, the Charger
lead was in jeopardy when
the Golden Suns hit a grand
slam off of pitcher Jenny
Hess, bringing the score
within three runs. Lindsey
Skinner came in to relieve and
put the Golden Suns' remain
ing at bats down in order to
earn her first save of the sea
son, and preserving the win
for Jenny Hess (15-2).
UAH 5, DSU 6
Starting the game off,
Stephanie Pinto did what she
Most nurses spend their entire careers in the same hospital. In the United States Air Force,
does best, knocking a 2-out
it s unlikely you'll even spend it in the same state or country. You'll have the opportunity to
solo home run shot to put the
practice nursing in as many as 20 different fields in a variety of nursing environments. And
you'll feel a greater sense of shared responsibility when you Have the opportunity to actually
Lady Chargers on the
lead your team. Sound like the kind of career you'd like to have? Then call 1-800-588-5260.
scoreboard first. The Lady
AJRF0RCE.COM/healthcare • 1-800-588-5260
Statesmen would then tie it
up in the bottom of the inning and then take the lead

By Heather Evans
Sports Editor

What was your favorite sporting
event of this past semester?

Caroline Gluck
Senior
English Education
"I enjoyed playing intramural soccer with the Sigma
Nu's on the Just for Kicks Field."

Leonard Hall, Jr.
!

Freshman
MIS
"The NFL season and the Super Bowl"

Jessica Baker
Junior
Nursing
"Tiger Woods winning the Masters again."

Artesha Bishop
Freshman
Computer Engineering
"Making out my bracket for the NCAA Basket
ball Tournament."

d.
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The Future Taking Shape
By Shonneky Langham
Entertainment Editor

Life is a trip. That's the most honest statements
I will ever make. Sometimes you expect things to
go in a completely linear path- from point 'a' to
point 'b' and then you're there. Life rarely hap
pens that way though. Most of the time arriving
at your destination takes twists and turns that
you never expected. That is how I see my life and
my career here at UAH and The Exponent.
When I first came back to college I felt com
pletely out of my depth. I had been living a regu
lar life with adult responsibilities. After a string of
unfulfilling jobs1 realized that I needed to increase
my chances of having a better life. I came back to
college and did my best to survive. My first couple
of semesters back, I didn't know how I was going
to make it. I wasn't sure I was going to pass even
one of my classes; I was positive that I didn't
want to do any extracurricular activities. I had
noticed The Exponent and thought about writing
for it. I didn't think very much of my skills but I
thought I should try it out anyway.
After hounding Jorge Raub, the former Enter
tainment Editor, for a position he finally gave me
one. I became the literary critic for the paper. Jorge
graduated a few months later and I was asked to
take over the job. It has been one of the most
rewarding experiences of my life. For the first time
I am doing something that I have always wanted
to do and that is work in the writing and publish
ing industry. I feel the future taking shape.
Never in my wildest dreams could I have
thought when 1 first started out that 1 would be
the Entertainment Editor at our college. My plans
were to get a degree and hang on for dear life.
Now, despite what I thought, my life has become
something I never expected.
To me that's the nature of life. We never know
what were going to get. We just have to be pre
pared for what's to come. Put yourself in posi
tions where you at least try. I am living proof that
just trying will get you farther in life that you ever
thought you could go. Your mind determines what
you can achieve. Never talk yourself out of doing
something that you want to do. Don't be afraid to
pursue a dream and remember- push on even
through the fear. That's where your most valu
able lessons are learned.
I am graduating this semester and I am taking
the lessons I learned from my work at The Expo
nent with me. I'm going to expect success for my
own life, despite the fears that make me think I will
never achieve it. I'm going to trust in the divine
order that has shaped my life from my first breath
and will continue to do so until my last. I will an
ticipate all the good things the world has to offer
me and know that the bad things that must hap
pen are part of the process.
Clay Johnson will be my successor. He is a
good writer and a good person. He will do a won
derful job of editing his section. I fully expect him
to bring new and exciting work to The Exponent.
Thank you for letting me be a part of your world.
I hope that I have been able to bring a smile to
your face or imparted a little bit of wisdom for you
to five on. I hope that at least one of you picked
up a book that I recommended and liked it (or
hated it). I hope that you guys take a look at your
own lives and realize that anything is possible. Be
focused on your goals, be clear about what you
want, value yourself, and take some time to just
listen.
I want you guys to keep up with me. I would
love to hear from you so please email me at
langhasv@email.uah.edu I'm leaving college and
I have to admit I'm happy about that. I'm sure that

LANGHAM on page15

Entertainment
Local Legend Remembered
By Clay Johnson

The passion exuberated
by Flippo speaks volumes,
and I must assume it goes for
Patrick Panter perished on he and his bandmates, in
January 24 of 2005 in an au cluding the late Panter.
tomobile accident. The man, Flippo places the metal as the
also known as Dageth, was goal rather than a means to
twenty-four years old and a an end, saying "it has noth
veteran of the black metal ing to do with getting any
movement, inhabiting the thing material out of it. It's
roles of vocalist and guitar great to get out and it takes
ist for the band Blood money to do anything but I
Stained Dusk. He moved to would do this one way or the
Huntsville in 1998 to help other no matter what—no
form the band alongside matter the money, popularity,
Chris Pezzano. Jason Flippo, notoriety, these people that I
who joined Blood Stained play in bands with, including
Dusk in 1999, had this to say myself, do this and will for
of his comrade: "Patrick was ever do this music because it
a great composer of Black is based in our philosophy
Metal Art and influenced and religion."
many people's lives."
Blood Stained Dusk has,
The bond shared by the in Flippo's words, has gone
deceased Panter and his "from coast to coast in this
bandmates was strong, country to Mexico." They've
forged by dedication to an art released three albums. The
and lifestyle that is "founded band was signed to Killjoy's
in unity and brotherhood," (Necrophagia, Ravenous)
says Flippo. "Not only do Baphomet Records in 2000
we play music with these and released their debut.
people in a band like this but Dirge of Death's Silence.
these are my war brothers. "This label was co-owned
Together we worked 6 days a with Phil Anselmo from
week at some job to pay the Pantera and was at the time a
bills and had rehearsal every subsidiary
label
to
night motivating each other Necropolis Records out of
steadily to write and work California. Necropolis is one
harder together and as indi of the biggest American and
viduals," said Flippo of the international metal distribu
band's kinship and dedica tors. Baphomet Records is
tion to each other and their still around but Blood
craft.
Stained Dusk started its own

label called Black Flame
Records and is now pressing
other bands (in addition to)
their own CDs," reveals
Flippo. One of the bands that
Black Flame is working with
currently is Magane, a Japa
nese black metal band.
Ultimately, Flippo says
that "Blood Stained Dusk's
music has reached the shores
of every continent with the
exception of the ones that are
the least bit remote." They
were poised to expand their
reach even further as they
planned to approach work on
their next album, Black Faith
Inquisition, earlier this year.
But they found their best-laid
plans grinding to a halt with
the doom of Panter.
Now, as the pieces are still
being gathered back up,
Flippo believes that the
memory of his fallen brother
will live on, as work begins
again on the aforementioned
album. "I am personally in
the process of listening to our
old rehearsals to learn and
prepare his vocal and guitar
parts for the CD. This record
ing will be dedicated to him,"
says Flippo. He continues,
"We are basically left with a
covenant of brotherhood to
finish this final Blood Stained
Dusk CD for Patrick before we
move to the next stage."
But more is being done to
honor a fallen soldier. May

13 will find eight acts includ
ing Hellwitch, Epoch of
Unlight, Dark Faith, and Con
vergence from Within, unit
ing in tribute to Patrick Panter.
Hellfire Manifest... A Tribute
to Dageth of Blood Stained
Dusk will be held at the Fly
ing Monkey Arts Center.
Playing also at the show
will be Fleshtized, for whom
Jason Flippo is the bass
player, and Quinta Essentia
(Latin for "the fifth essence").
Flippo says of that band,
"This is my magical spiritual
entity through music. It has
great musicians; two are stu
dents at the Atlanta Institute
for Music. We just finished
a new recording entitled Neu
trality for Defined Chaos.
Needless to say, we have en
dured the intensity of our
hard work to make the CD
come to life. It truly gives
new meaning to the words
'Nothing comes easy."'
Those who wish to pay
tribute to a highly-regarded
musical artist and celebrate
his life and art should check
out Hellfire Manifest at the
Flying Monkey Arts Center.
Also, anyone interested in
Blood Stained Dusk or
Quinta Essentia can find them
www.quintaessentia.net. re
spectively.

Episode III On The Score Station
By Tomas Gallucci

you wanted a copy of that
song, you would want to
look for the movie's
Want to have a sneak peek soundtrack. However, if you
at the sound of Revenge of wanted music that was com
the Sithl Would you like to posed specifically for the
do that right now for free? movie, then you would want
Then head on over to http:// to pick up the score. And
www.thescorestation.com
when you run an internet ra
The soundtracker score dio station sporting over 575
rather.to this spring's most movie scores, this is a major
anticipated film, isn't the only difference.
gem that you will find on The
Started back in 1999 by DJ
Score Station (TSS). "What's Thresher, The Score Station
the difference?" you ask. was originally named
The score is the orchestra SchpydurX. Now, six years
tion of the movie, whereas a later, the site is for the most
soundtrack is a compilation part the way that it was origi
of any and all music used in a nally conceived. There is a
film. For example, if a movie chat at the bottom of the
were to employ a song that a homepage for real-time user
famous band had written and
interaction. There are forums

for users to leave deeper
comments to ponder. And of
course, there is the music.
Streaming worldwide via
Nullsoft's
SHOUTcast
streaming technology. The
Score Station currently em
ploys three relays in addition
to the main stream. The com
mercial-free audio stream has
its own surprises: toll-free
user-requestable movie
scores and the Friday Screen
play. That's right. You can
request which song to hear
next via the automated re
quest system. In addition to
being able to request the
scores, each Friday at 2 P.M.
Eastern Standard Time, the
full audio track of a major
motion picture is played in its

entirety: unedited. And to
count the weeks down until
the release of Revenge of the
Sith, the Friday Screenplays
will be each of the other Star
Wars films.
All in all. The Score Sta
tion is a small community
dedicated to those who love
the magic behind the movie:
the music. Whether you're a
movie fanatic just wanting to
bum a listen to a particular
piece of moving movie music
or you're just looking for a
new place to hang out on the
Net, consider pointing your
browser
to
http://
www.thescorestation.com

> rrent ' y haS positions mailable for eneJmrnent writers. If you are intrested please contact Shonneky
Langham
via
email
at
entertain@exponent.uah.pHi.
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Alternatives to Mickey: Regional Amusement Parks
By Aaron Tanner

that
that will give 360
360 degree

A-

thrills three times in a row as
it goes forward and back
wards. Splash Beach is larger
than Point Mallard. Sure there
is the wave pool, but there
are other rides including a
lazy river ride called the War
rior River, a 90 foot drop ride
called the Acapulco, and a
water ride called Splashdown,
where one is sucked into a
bowl like slide and dropped
into the water. Tickets can be
purchased as a combo for
both parks or individually. For
single tickets, the cheapest
tickets can be bought after 4
P.M. Go to their website at
www.visionland.com for more
information.

How many times have
you gotten excited over go
ing to a large theme park like
Disney World, Universal Stu
dios or Six Hags, only to be
overwhelmed by the sheer
size, long lines, or the ticket
prices? After a while, going
to these same places year af
ter year probably gets boring.
With summer coming up,
many UAH students will be
going on summer vacation.
Want to go to an amusement
park but do not have the
money or time to see Mickey
or put up with the crowds?
Here are some lesser known
smaller amusement parks that
are within a day's drive of
2. Lake Winnepesaukah
Huntsville.
Amusement Park - Rossville,
1. Visionland (Magic Ad GA. Take U.S. 72 east to
ventures Theme Park and South Pittsburgh, TN, and
Splash Beach Water Park) - then take 1-24 east to down
Bessemer, AL. Take 1-565 town Chattanooga and exit
west to Decatur, then 1-65 180B to U.S. 27 South
South to Birmingham and (Rossville Blvd). Go 5 miles
then take 1-20/59 west to exit south past the Georgia state
108. Visionland is Alabama's line and look for Lakeview
largest theme park, yet few Boulevard. Turn left onto
have probably heard about Lakeview drive. Go about 2
this place. The park has not
miles and the park will be on
been a financial success since the right. This is an 80-yearit opened in 1998 and has old amusement park that is
been on the verge of bank reminiscent of an old fash
ruptcy since. In 2004, ioned fair. Surrounding Lake
Visionland was split up into Winnepesaukah, there are
Magic Adventures Theme rides there for everyone in the
Park and Splash Beach Wa family. Of the roller coasters,
ter Park. The most popular a wooden roller coaster called
ride at Magic Adventures is the Cannon Ball, drops 70
the Rampage, rated as one of feet at speeds of 50 mph. The
the top 10 wooden roller Boat Chute Ride is the oldest
coaster rides in the country. mill chute ride in the U.S. ac
New for 2005 is the triple loop cording to the National
Zoomerang roller coaster Amusement Park Historical

r-

Association. For a slower
place ride, try paddling
around
the
lake
on
paddleboats, or the old fash
ioned Ferris wheel. There is
also miniature golf, games of
skill, free summer concerts,
and other forms of fun. Pay a
$3 fee at the gate and the rest
of the admission is ride as
you
go.
Visit
www.lakewinnie.com for more
information.
3. Geyser Falls-Clearwater
Key Water Park - Philadel
phia, MS. Follow the same
directions as to Visionland,
except stay on 1-20/59 West
past Tuscaloosa all the way
to Meridian, MS. In Merid
ian at exit 150, take MS State
Highway 19 north from Me
ridian 35 miles to MS State
Highway 16 west in Philadel
phia. Take Highway 16 west
approximately seven miles to
the Choctaw Indian Reserva
tion. Geyser Falls is located
at the Pearl River Casino re
sort. You do not have to be
21 to enjoy this expansive
water park. Just as Point Mal
lard is home to the America's
first wave pool. Geyser Falls
is home to Backsplash,
America's
first
ever
waterslide where one rides
backwards down the slippery
slide. Chase your friends
down multiple tube slides on
Pipes Peak and Mount
Everwet. For those looking
for more relaxing rides, float
lazily down the Roundabout
River or catch some wavesin
the Thunder Lake Wave
Pool. After getting all wet,
take a break and lay out in

the sun at Clearwater Key.
Relax on the eight-acre
manmade beach, sip a pina
colada in one of the cabanas,
or relax those tense muscles
in the Rainbow Springs Hot
Pool. Admission prices start
at $25 for adults over fortyeight inches. Go to
www.gevserfalls.cnm or
www.pearlriverresort.cnm for
more information.
4. Libertyland Amuse
ment Park-Memphis, TN.
From Huntsville, take 1-565
West to Decatur. Cross the
Tennessee River Bridge and
at the Holiday Inn, turn right
onto AL Highway 20. Take
highway 20 to Muscle Shoals
where 20 turns into U.S. 72
west to Iuka, MS. Go straight
on 72 west all the way to
Memphis. Take TN Highway
385 west (Nonconnah Park
way) to 1-240 West towards
the airport. At exit 23A, take
Airways Blvd north one mile
to Central Ave. Turn right
onto Central Ave. Almost im
mediately, turn right onto
Early Maxwell Boulevard
where Libertyland is half a
mile away on the left. Elvis
enjoyed taking his family to
Libertyland, which turns
thirty this year. The King's
favorite roller coaster was the
Zippin Pippin. The Zippin is
a wooden roller coaster that
drops seventy feet with

speeds up to forty miles per go to www.lihertvland.cnm
hour. For more roller coaster
Gas prices may be high at
fun check out the Corkscrew, the moment. However, do not
a double 360-degree thrill
be afraid to be a little adven
ride. For those who are afraid turous and break away from
of coasters, ride the Grand the Six Flags clones. Just
Carousel. Built in 1909, the
think, for the same price as
Grand Carousel is listed on lunch would cost at Disney
the National Register of His World, one can ride all the
toric Places. Do not forget to cool rides they want at these
take a picture of the Liberty
parks. These parks men
Bell replica that greets visi tioned have special group
tors as they enter the park. rates for those who want to
The Scream ticket at $15 is the get a large group of friends
best bargain as it guarantees
together. Have fun this sum
unlimited access to rides and
mer; it is well deserved after
shows. For more information. finals!

OPPORTUNITIES
Calandar of Events for the City of Huntsville

Live Music
April 28 Anthony Hamilton @ Von Braun
Center Concert Hall, Huntsville, AL
April 29 Bollywood Comes to Huntsville @
Flying Monkey Arts Center, Huntsville, AL

Theatre Events
April 15-30 Love, Sex and the IRS @ Re
naissance Theatre Huntsville, AL
April 28 Winnie the Pooh @ Von Braun Cen
ter Playhouse, Huntsville, AL
May 13 The Women @ Theatre Huntsville

www.uahexponent.com
www.uahexponent.com

Carmike 10
MOVIE TIMES
Times valid
on Thursdays only

www.uahexponent.com
www.uahexponent.com
www.uahexponent.com

Amityville Honor1:00
1:30 3:10 3:30 5:2C
5:50 7:30 8:00 9:50

www.uahexponent.com

-•• mmi

Top Ten Singles

Guess Who 1:45 4:30
7:15 9:45
Top Ten Movies
1. Amityville Horror
2. Sahara
3. Fever Pitch
4. Sin City
5. Guess Who
6. Beauty Shop
7. Robots
8. Miss Congeniality 2
9. The Pacifier
10. The Upside of Anger

1- Candy Shop 50 Cent feat Olivia
2. Hate It or Love It The Game feat 50 Cent
3. Since You Been Gone Kelly Clarkson
4. Lonely Akon
5. Obsession (No Es Amor) Frankie J feat Baby Bash j
6' Boulevard of Broken Dreams Green Day
2. Disco Inferno 50 Cent
8- 1 Thing Amerie
Lonely No More Rob Thomas
Hollaback Girl Gwen Stefan i

Man of the House
12:45 7:00
Million Dollar Baby
4:009:15

cdy?
TO*

Miss Congeniality 2
1:30 4:15 7:00 9:35

(?©& M (sa&aaB CK? aa?&

HMU 9238

^Get cash for your books.'j

The Pacifier12:30 2:45
5:00 7:15 9:45
Sahara 1:001:45 4:00
5:00 7:05 8:10 9:45
Sin City 1:00 4:00 7:00
9:45

%

Ollett'com

•Current market value applies.

The Upside of Anger
:45 4:25 7:15 10:00

UNIVERSITY
BOOKSTORE
University Center
Phone:(256)824-6600

TOE ISLAND
SWEEPSTAKES
too ik at efollett.com tauten
«15. 05 »I«I5,27.05 end enttt to am 55.000'
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Wrapping Up the
Semester

Editorial

By Joseph Terrell
Editor-in-Chief
As I am writing this, we are halfway through
the final Exponent issue of the semester. Major
changes are in store for the Exponent, as at least
tour of our editorial positions will feature new oc
cupants come Fall 2005.
The first of these positions, layout editor, will
be filled by Tammy Wenslow-Smith. She is replac
ing Elizabeth Bice, who has been with the Expo
nent since Spring 2004.
Elizabeth was instrumental in easing my transi
tion into the editor-in-chief position. Having a
competent layout editor made my job much less
complicated, allowing me to gradually acclimate
to my new environment. If you see Elizabeth
around campus, on the Morton Hall front steps,
or m Roberts Hall, or in the University Center ID
room, thank her for her service to the student body.
Madison Young will be the new managing edi
tor. If you have glanced through at least one of
the many issues we have published over the past
two semesters, then you probably have noticed a
news article or SGA article by Madison Young.
She will serve as the copy editor, opinion editor,
and sci-tech editor, should we be successful in
recruiting individuals to write on science/technol
ogy issues. She is replacing Derek Chris, another
senior member of the Exponent.
Derek Chris faced the unique challenge of fill
ing a position that had not been filled in a whilemanaging editor. This person perfoims an integral
role in the operation of the paper: editing articles
tor grammatical errors, style, format, and serving
as opmion and sci-tech editor. Knowing that some
one as competent as Derek was in charge of these
vmportant tasks made my job that much easier.
Though hewd] not be with the Exponent anymore,
you can still find him around Morton Hall, wrap
ping up his Sociology/Political Science degree If
you know Derek and see him around, thank him
for the time he has taken out of his busy schedule
to serve the Exponent, in turn serving the student
The news editor and entertainment editor po
sitions will feature two new faces: Sarah Perrin
and Clay Johnson respectively. Sarah has been
writing for the Exponent since 2002. Since that time
she has routinely covered such annual events as
Spnngfest, Fallfest, Frosh Mosh, and Homecom
ing, giving us the photo spreads we have now
come to expect. Sarah should have no problem
assuming the responsibilities of the news editor
Clay Johnson will be the new entertainment edi
tor. His past and present involvement with the
Exponent includes news writing and in particular
entertainment writing. Look forward to seeing in
teresting additions to the Entertainment section
in the fall.
Serving as Editor-in-Chief of the Exponent has
proved to be an enjoyable experience for me this
semester, and I am definitely looking forward to
the fall. Our first issue will be on August 25 the
day after the first day of classes. For this semes
ter, I hope we will be able to implement staff writ
ers; individuals who get paid by month as op
posed to by the article, in exchange for completely
a certain number of articles per month. This will
give us the ability to assign writers to coveF the
various events on campus, as we currently face
great difficulty in accomplishing this with volun
tary writers only. Achieving this objective will
depend on whether or not the publication board
approves this request. Additionally, I hope the
Exponent editorial staff will be able to attend a
college newspaper convention in October. Expos
ing ourselves to new ideas from our colleagues
around the nation can only benefit our paper We
get next week off for finals, so this is the last issue
of the spring semester. Have a safe summer, and
feel free to contact me with any questions, com
ments, or new ideas.

LETTERS
to the Editor

Deadline for having letters of 300 words or less turned in is 2
p.m. on Friday. The Exponent reserves the right to edit all
materials submitted for publication.

Dear SGA,
supposed to come up with
I am a graduating senior, and 300 dollars whenever its time P.S.-The insurance policy is correlation
between
I would like to relate some to get medicated? Call home? not a true insurance policy; student's grades and their
it is for injury and illness.
information to you.
Mom, I need money for Second, they are opening lifetime earnings, although
A few years ago our SGA
there is a very strong corre
meds." Wait a week for the
passed a resolution to have check. Cash check. Pay for bids soon to see what com lation between student's in
petitors are willing to offer.
student health insurance of
meds. No, that's not accept Finally, SGA is no longer in telligence, working habits
fered AT uah. Not FROM able.
and ability to communicate,
volved
uah, but AT uah. The pro
with
their lifetime earnings.
When we put that bill before JefTCotten
vider
is
named
A
respected
colleague re
the SGA that we have insur
studentresources, and is the
cently
said
to
me: "I love
ance available tostudents, we
student insurance branch of
teaching,
but
I
hate
grading".
meant that we have insurance Dear Editor:
Mid-West.
This
statement
summarizes
available to students that I was shocked to read Mr.
This past week I had a pre
make sure we stay healthy Paul Noel letter on UAH many faculty feelings. Unfor
scription filled. When I went
tunately, we must assign
quickly, not have to wait for
to use my insurance, I was money to come in from par grading policy. The overall grades. Suppressing grades
message of Mr. Noel letter is
informed that it worked on a
ents or jobs or credit cards that UAH grading policy is would be a tremendous injus
I
had
reimbursement basis.
and then get reimbursed later. penalizing students and tice to the students that work
to first spend the money, and
hard and deserve recogni
There are OTHER insurance
"costing them thousands if tion. I must agree with Mr
THEN my insurancecompany
agencies that can be billed not million of dollars in in
would cut me a check for the directly from the pharmacy.
Noel, grades are your "foot
come missed for the rest of on the door". Once you are
dollar value of the medica
That's what we need.
their lifes". In his words:
tion.
in, however, you are on your
I know this wasn't the cur
"UAH
students lack nothing own.
My medication costs over
No inflated GPA will
rent administration's fault,
for quality. UAH rewards protect you from incompe
$300.
but it something that needs
them by handing them 19th tence in the workplace. On
I am a graduating senior of
to be addressed. Like I said,
century
grade scales in the the other hand, even with a
engineering. Lucky for me I
I'm graduating, and it's not
21st century". First, I am not low GPA, you can still show
can afford it. That doesn't
my problem anymore. But it's
aware that "UAH professors
change the fact that this is
the world how much you are
someone else's, and I think
are under pressure from the
some f*@$iA bull$*i&t.
worth. Learning does not
this is a job for the SGA.
College Administration to put
Where are our broke-ass
stop when you graduate, nor
Hope you don't redtape it to
an end to Grade Inflation".
ramen noodle-eating asses death.
does your ability for improve
Second, there is no known ment.
g

R. Cerro

Dear Suzy
"****•

Lette* «"»*

be sent to

student and is not a licensed psychologist SthSfeftoS^'ettefs" Su2y is a UA"
experience and should never be taken as the^^f f
'S based on her own
do not necessarily reflect the opinions of The
/ physiaan or therapist. Her opinion:
Alabama in Huntsville.
Exponent, staff members, or the University of

Dear Suzy,
My roommate is a whiny little
brat. All she does is writes
notes about things I possi
bly do wrong and leave them
all over the dorm room. It's
embarrassing and I'm sick of
it. She is lazy and never does
anything around the apart
ment. She is very arrogant
and never listens to anyone.
I can't believe she can live
away from home. Should I
confront her?
Thanks,
Why Me?
Dear WhyMe,
It seems like everyone has
their share of bad roommates.

By the time you see this let
ter I hope that you are calmed
down. Just remember that you
don't have too much longer
until your semester is done.
Ifl were you, I would not try
to start trouble back and just
ignore the problem because
you only have a few weeks
left. Talking to her about it
while probably not help the
situation because of her ar
rogance but on the other
hand you never know. Hard
as it my see, the problem
might be on your end too.
You might be expecting too
much, etc.... Or the end of
the semester is just putting a
drain of you guys like it is

Terrell via email a,

everyone else. Hope things
start brightening up for you
all.
Take it easy,
Suzy

for example, going to the park
and watching a movie. Some
times I like looking at girly
magazines and making fun of
my boyfriend, ha ha (he
knows I am kidding). Keep
Dear Suzy,
telling yourself once this is
I'm losing my mind with
over, you will be able to have
school!!!! How can I ease it
a great semester or look for
during this semester legally
ward to the next semester. Set
and without alcohol!
a
goal for yourself after the
Thanks,
semester is over, like you are
Wow this has been a hard
going to buy this or do that.
semester
Reward yourself! Just hang
in there and
Dear Wow this has been a
I know it is tough! GoodJuck
hard semester,
with your exams!
Every now and then, even Suzy
though the time is limited, try
to do something for yourself.
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Opinion

Changing of the Guard
By Derek Chris
Managing Editor

Overcoming Autism
By Aaron Tanner
For the past three weeks,
I have reported on the nega
tive affects of Autism as part
of Autism awareness month.
To close out the last install
ment of the Autism series,
here is a positive story on
someone who has overcome
Autism and made a life for
himself. This kid proves that
even people diagnosed as
Autistic are not banished to
lifelong silence. In fact, this
person might be famous one
day.
Michael Marino is the son
of former Miami Dolphins
quarterback Dan Marino. At

age two, Michael Marino
was diagnosed with Autism.
Like most Autistic babies, he
did not cry, talk, or even want
affection from his family. This
disturbed the Marinos
enough to put Michael in
special therapy classes for
developmentally challenged
kids. Early intervention in
babies is the key to keeping
Autism under control and
from completely destroying
their chances of communicat
ing verbally. Throughout
therapy sessions, Michael
would try to put together
words and try to put items
such as cups in the right
slots, but was frustrated at his

lack of motor skills. "It was
kind of like I was frustrated,"
says Michael. "I really
wanted to say something like
cup so I could get a drink but
I couldn't say it."

about the NFL's first ever
Autistic quarterback, follow
ing in the footsteps of his
record breaking father. "Doc
tors will tell you not to say it,
but to me, he's cured," says
Today at age sixteen, one Dan Marino. "There's not a
would not even know that problem and he won't have a
Michael is autistic. He is the problem for the rest of his
quarterback for his high life." Speaking of which, Dan
school's football team in
Marino has set up a center
south Florida. Not only does for Autistic kids to get the
Michael excel in his special treatment to overcome the
education classes, but in his odds that faced his son and
mainstream classes as well. live more productive lives.
Thanks to early intervention, For more information on the
Michael proves that not all Dan Marino Foundation, go
Autistics shy away from to www.danmarinofoundation.org.
group settings or get upset
over loud noises. Just
JUdi think
UU1UL

One Final Look Into CNS (Part III)
Bv John Bailev
By
Bailey

fair- hn\i;p\mr
ICDr and busi
fair;
however, ISPs
nesses simply tell their users
that their connection might
me limited by technical fac
tors, i.e. wire type.

napahlrt

parable institutions and» resi
dential broadband.

Change is in the air. Besides the pollen laden warm
breeze and mating calls of birds, the winds of change
are blowing through the office here at the Exponent,
bringing in several new faces and voices to the paper. I
started writing for the paper about a year ago and was
invited by the former Editor-in-Chief, Chris Brown, to
take on the position of Managing Editor. Since the job
had not been filled in over three years, Chris had to
brush the dust off of the copy editor stylebook and
point me in the right direction.
The job of the Managing Editor is obscure, yet nec
essary. The behind-the-scenes work involves wearing
many hats: Managing Editor, Copy Editor, Science and
Technology Section Editor, Opinion Section Editor,
Assistant Editor-in-Chief, and all other duties as as
signed.
It has been a fun experience and I have learned quite
a bit from fellow editors and writers. (Many thanks to all
of you I have worked with over the past year.) More
than anything, however, I learned that the newspaper
biz is not easy by any means. All of the down-to-thewire deadlines, article submissions promised but not
delivered, missing photo attachments for articles, the
computer equipment constantly crashing, but worst of
all? People still bad mouth the Exponent.
The people in this office, who are students like you,
work hard to make sure that you receive a quality paper
each week. It you're going to complain about the paper,
at least send it in as a letter to the editor or write an
article about it. We strive to make sure that what fills
our pages are student submissions—the more, the bet
ter. Have a problem with the paper? Let us know. Want
something added to the paper? Let us know.

rity engineer at NASA's
MSFC assured me that this
*This is a rough estimate. is not a technical problem that
When I asked Roger Haley could be caused by a student
Many of the problems that
he said "I can't give out that
with an unauthorized device,
students encounter when
*Cat5, Cat3, and coaxial information." I then asked if
as it would require adminis
using the network can be are three types of wire that
I actually have had it easy. I edit all of the articles in
it was a security risk and he
trative
level access to the
traced back to technical is can be used for computer
the
paper, help sort out what goes where, and then I'm
said 'Thank you for calling" campus DNS server. When I
sues. Three notable examples networks. Cat5 is superior to and hung up.
done. The Layout Editor and Editor-in-Chief routinely
asked to see this computer, I
include the slow speeds, the Cat3 which is superior to co
work on your student-run paper until the wee hours of
Recently a computer sci was immediately asked
the a.m., with a high degree of tireless dedication.
frequent disconnects many axial.
ence majorcontacted me say "Why?" in a fairly hostile
So, what are the coming changes to the staff roster?
residents complain about,
One of the largest issues ing that he knew what was manner. Upon explaining that
They are actually quite extensive, as a large staff turn
and the network connectiv CNS contends with - and causing the network discon
I merely wanted to see that it
over is about to take place. I'm sure that the current
ity problem at the beginning also uses to justify the slow
nects. He informed me that he was secure from unautho
Editor-in-Chief, Joseph Terrell, will fill you in on that,
of spring semester.
connection students receive had found free tools online rized access, I was told that
but suffice it to say that I have enjoyed my time work
Most modern computer - is UAH's lack of bandwidth. that enabled him to see ex
there are only three people
ing at the Exponent and I feel that those of us who are
networks are wired with If you have broadband actly how the Cisco authen
with access to the machine.
moving on are leaving it in good hands.
Cat5* cable and use hard internet access at home then tication software works, find
Mr. Horton said he re
Madison Young is taking over my position as the
ware that supports both 10 here are some of the standard
what causes the problems ceived his information from
Managing Editor in the fall, and I have every confi
and lOOMBits/s connec connection speeds you might
with it, and then change that John Stanton, so I went to
dence that she will do a great job. She has been a news
tions. The older two resi have: Comcast, 4Mbits/s;
part (or any other part of this ask Mr. Stanton about this
writer for the paper for two semesters now. She is a
dence halls - despite being Knology, 3Mbits/s; Charter, secure security program). He
matter, unfortunately he was
good writer, and I know she'll be a great editor.
equipped with modern hard
3Mbits/s; Bellsouth DSL, said that the client was sup
out sick. I did talk to his part
As for me, well, I heard that The Ruhberhand has an
ware - are wired with inferior 1.5Mbits/s. UAH has posed to work by logging on
ner Roger Haley. Mr. Haley
opening, so I'm crossing my fingers...
Cat3 cable. Roger Haley, CNS'
lOMbits/s for all 4000* com to the VPS server, the com informed me that there was
senior ResNET analyst, per puters. Calling comparable puter the Cisco client con
indeed a problem with a
sonally informed me that this universities in Alabama, as
nects to, and then periodi router in CCRH. When I cusing him of "hacking."
sis has been confirmed by
was not the case and stated northern and coastal schools cally checking to see if it was
pointed out the technical imThere is also a third pos every current employee I
he was certain that CCRH had
tend to have even faster con still connected via a process practicality of this statement, sibility. On the weekend in
have spoken with, besides
Cat5 saying, "Cat3 exists only
nections, reveals connec called "pinging." CNS, as of Mr. Haley admitted that even question, I was camping out
John Stanton and, now, Mr
in the optics building, and
tions ranging from 45Mbits/ a week ago, blocks pings out without the offending router at the remote helpdesk in
Haley.
'hey are in the process of re- s for the entire university to of housing because, accord
no one would have managed
NCRH - politely informing
In closing I would like to
Placing that." The optics 80Mbits/s for just the stu ing to Roger Haley, "Spyto get online because "some Roger Haley that my connec thank you for reading such a
building uses some Cat3 but dents in housing. The small
ware and viruses[sic] are one had hacked the VPS tion would not work and that
massive treatise and ask that
" also uses coaxial cabling,
lOMbits/s connection that pretty much the only things server." When I asked other
no amount of running you not mistake this as mas
which is an even older type. UAH has necessitates a cap
that use Ping." When the employees about this matter, "Patches" would help, as it
sive rant against CNS. I have
A SImPle inspection of the
during business hours so Cisco client can't ping the I was told that the only
was their error. I was thus made an honest effort to leave
wire behind a network jack in that everyone at the univer VPS server it does a mid-ses
"hacker" was a student present to hear the following
out all emotion and opinion.
CCRH or SECH proves that sity is able to receive some sion logoff/logon. This inter
named Galen Collins. Mr. (paraphrased) radio conver
I strongly encourage CNS as
Jhe buildings are wired with degree of internet connectiv rupts the users' connections,
Collins crime was this: he at sation between Mr. Haley and
a
whole to respond to the
13 cabling. This means that ity. There is no justifiable rea thus causing many of the dis
tempted to log on to his UAH Wes Seppamaki, one of CNS'
problems
and alleged facts
•n some cases, in SECH and son for a cap during non connections and timeouts
engineering department ac senior network analysts.
outlined
over
the past three
CRH, student's on-campus business hours. A quick call
that students experience.
count from his dorm room. Roger: Wes, it seems that a
weeks,
especially
concerning
connections would be forced to the helpdesk will confirm
A few months ago Daniel Due to an error in the net number of students are hav
10 run
any
omissions
or
errors I, or
at lOMbits/s as op- that the students are capped
Horton authored a piece on work configuration - CNS'
ing trouble getting on the
of
my
sources,
have
any
Posed to the faster lOOMbits/ at 155Kbits/s, which is the problems with ResNET.
fault not Mr. Collins' - Mr. network. Wes: Roger, I've
s- CNS has decided to force
made. All comments, ques
0.155Mbits/s. Very recently, He stated the reason stu Collins' logon attempts never found a problem with the
tions, requests for clarifica
students to connect at the CNS appears to have dents could not connect to
made it to the engineering
DNS server, should take
tion, and requests for
wer speed in the name of switched to a dynamic cap the internet at the beginning
department. They were redi thirty minutes or so. Roger:
sources should be directed to
equality. The setting does that lets students have faster of this semester was "that
rected to the VPS server. CNS Thanks, Wes. Roger Haley
scl @spacecolonvont» mm
not affect the expenditures of connections when demand is someone was trying to use a
saw these repeated logon at
then informed the few people
: e university in any way. It low. Due to the low total band network router of some sort."
tempts and promptly shut off
in the room that the DNS
•s true that one could
argue width,
computer aucme
science Mr.
are Numerous vvmpuiw
vuuiu mguc
wiuui, student's
aiuuciu a speeds
spccuj* cue
Mr. Collins'
L-oiiins port
port and
and then
then
server's IP address had been
——s aD -attempt M .being . still significantly belowcom-... I".aj?rs and. ? network secu- filed
a judicial complaint ac incorrectly set. This diagno-

Technical Issues
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ConwatidcUfony

Large pizza $7.99, High caffeine drinks $3.89, Graduation Priceless.
Photos by Sarah Perrin

Lisa Kay Sutherland
English
"I'm graduating in December and
Christmas can't come soon enough!"

Stacy Ashford
"Glad it's over."

Stephanie Watson
Business Administration
"It only took me 21 years!
Now I have to get a real job."

Miles Foshee
Electrical Engineering
"All that stands between the
graduate and the top of the ladder is
the ladder."

Marcie Abney
Communication Arts/Spanish
"I'm looking forward to going
somewhere besides Morton Hall."

"It has been very difficult, but I
truly value each and every class
and professor that has helped me
get to this point.'

Kim Hemmons
Biology
"Thank goodness I'm done!"

Carol Steelman
Electrical Engineering
'Those of you that thought
choosing a college was toughjust wait 'til you have to make
those life after-college choices."

Christy Gray
Carl Brumlow
Psychology & Philosophy
English/Secondary Education
"If life gives you lemons,, ...v.vv,
make lemonade-then find
"Have fun."
mil
mnnnn
1.
! '
.1
a.
_ .
someone whose life is giving them vodka and have a party.
w

Amber Underwood
Sociology
"I'm off to save the world.
Thanks UAH!"

Nathan Smith (center)
Electrical Engineering
"Being on the UAH Tennis team
was like being a 110-pound guy in a
maximum security prison."

Mason Bibles
Electrical Engineering
There is nowhere to go without
a UAH education."

Chris Comperda
Nursing
"Thank God I am finally done!
Catch ya on the flip side!"

Michael K. Mooi
Accounting & Management Information Systen
"Bad news-I'm leaving UAH. Good news-I ju.
saved a bunch of money on my car insurance b
switching to GEICO!

Rajendran Subramaniam
Electrical Engineering
'Having fun doing my balloon

project.'

The Exponent 7 April -21 April 13

SenCory 2005

Jason Keener
Electrical Engineering
"Go to Campus Crusade as much
as possible.'

Kelsey Brekke
Mechanical Engineering with
Aerospace Concentration
"Freedom!"

Nicholas Preuitt
Biology

Nathan Simpson
Liberal Arts/Marketing
"Work" "Oh yeah"

"Initially I didn't plan on going to UAH
but I'm glad I did. I think it has really
prepared me for pharmacy school."

Christopher Hutchinson
Art Studio
"Live life to the fullest!"

Liz Sosa
Art
Pass 215'

Lucia Tyson
Business Management
"Make Friends, Have Fun,
Learn, Live"

John Andresen
English
Be responsible, but don't forget
to have fun."

Jennifer Higginbotham
Studio Art
"If the killin's clean, don't let
dames get in the way." OR "We will
not know the worth of water 'til the
well is dry."

Christopher Wells
Art History
'Party Hard, Study Harder'

Alii Clark
Music
'With God, Anything is Pos
sible!"

Graphic Design
"It's better to ask for forgiveness
than for permission."

Carlo Piscicelli
Art Studio
'S alutame a sorata!

Patrick Noble Brewington
Education and Art
"Damn the engineers."

14
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Athlete Quick Take

^Concerts
IIIII n.c.e.
N

Ashley Potter

UAH

SPRINGFEST

PERRIN from page14—

have a good time. Jeff Cotter
the Vice President of the Stu

dent Engineering Council
would like to thank the very,
very many people and orga
nizations who helped to

make this past week possible,
especially Sara Neale, RHA,
and Housing.

on the

University
Center Lawn

BETTER
EZRA

&
Special
Guest

April 22 • 7 p.m.

™Tohn
PODDC
pper
Proj ect
w/ Stewart Mayfield Project

April 23 • 7 p.m.

What is your middle name? Dawn
When is your birthday? July 7,1983
What is one character trait you like in other
people? Funny
What is one character trait you despise in
other people? Selfish
Do you have any pets? Two cats, Fat Cat and
Skinny Kitty
What is your dream vehicle? Volkswagen SUV
What would be your dream job? Working in In
ternational Adoptions
What is your favorite restaurant? Rosie's
Cantina
What is your favorite movie?I really like the
Notebook
What is your favorite T.V. Show? Wheel of For
tune and Fear Factor
What is your favorite song or type of music?
Christian and country
What is your favorite dessert? Brownie with
Ice Cream
What made you decide to attend UAH? Soft
ball scholarship
What is your favorite class? EDC 302 because
you get to have fun with Special Ed students all
summer
Who is your favorite instructor? Jennifer
Johnson, very understanding and is a great Chris
tian woman

NEED A
JOB?

Tickets:

$ f \ U A H Stu dents with UAH ID
^ (Each Event - Limit 2 tickets)

GENERAL ADMISSION
AT

n

$15

Advance Purchase
Weekend Pass (Both Events)

DAY OF THE EVENT
(Each Event at the Gate)

Gates open @6 p.m.

Tickets on sale APRIL 7
University Center Box Office/Front Desk

The Exponent currently has
positions available for writ
ers. If you are intrested
please contact Joseph
Terrell via email at
editor@exponent.uah.edu
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KARIGANfrompage7
more to reach a double digit
score in the fifth and final in
ning on an RBI single. Jenni
Smithson (12-2) just missed
earning a no-hitter when the
LANGHAMfrompage8

Cotton Blossoms notched a
single in the final inning on a
bunt play, but she still got the
one-hitter win with two
strikeouts.

-

after a while I will miss it and
I'll need you guys to keep me
up with the latest happenings

on campus.
Keep an eye out for me. I
going to make my way in this

PERRINfrompage3
maintenance you will still
need help while on the road.
Keep the numbers of police,
highway patrol, and insur
ance stored in your cell
phone. If possible get to a
gas station or shopping cen
ter where you feel more se
cure. But, regardless of
where you are follow your
instincts. If you must wait for
help, wait inside of your
locked car. If the first person
who comes along gives you
the heebie jeebies do not roll
down your window, and just
say no. Somebody else will
come. If they or any other
person bothers you blow
your horn repeatedly until
they go away or help arrives.
If outside working on you car
keep pepper spray with you.

If forced to use it, be aware
of the direction of the wind.
If stopping for gas, lock you
car once you get out, espe
cially if you must walk inside
to pay. Criminals have been
known to climb into unlocked
cars and hide. When going
to your parked car, approach
from behind and check to
make sure everything looks
okay. Criminals, even in
Huntsville, have been known
to hide under parked cars,
behind parked cars, or even
inside parked cars. Never
ever pick up a hitchhiker,
even if they look like a nice
person or are carrying a can
to get gas. Similarly, at a shop
ping center, never follow
someone to a car when they
approach you saying they

MADDOX from page3Nf5 22.Re4 Ng3 23.Reel Ne4
[1/2 Wmants-van der Sterren,
Wijkaan Zee 1995].
6...d67.Nd3Nxe4
Weaker is 7...f3?! 8.gxf3
Nc6 9.c3 Be7 10.Bg2 Rg8

H.Bg5h612.Bxf6Bxf613.h5
d5 14.Qe2 Kf8 15.Nd2 dxe4
16.fxe4±.
8.Bxf4?!
Better is 8.Qe2Qe79.Bxf4
Nc610.c3Bf511.Nd2 0-0-0
12.0-0-0 Re8 13.Nxe4Qxe4
14.Qxe4 Bxe415.Nf2f53.
8...Bg7 9.c3
Or 9.Be21? Qe7 10.Nc3!
NXC3 ll.bxc3Nc6=.
9...Qe7
Threatening a discovered
check with the knight. Black
is better after 9...0-0 10.Nd2
Re8 ll.Nxe4 Rxe4+ 12.Kf2
c5!p.

works. Pushing 17...a6 before
white can shove d4-d5is bet
ter.
18.Re2?
White misses his chance.
Correct is 18.d5 Bxg219.Rhgl
Rxel 20.Rxg2Rbl 21.dxc6+
bxc622.Bxc6+ Kc8 23.Kc2 Rfl
24.BC32.
18...a6
Now it's too late for white
to get d4-d5 in.
19.Bd3?!
Only slightly better is
19.Bxc6+ Bxc620.Nxc6 Rxe2+
21.Kxe2 Kxc6p.
19„.Bxd3 2().Kxd3 Nxb4+
21.axb4 Rxe2 22.Kxe2 Bh6
23.Rfl Ke6 24.g3 Bxf4
25.Rxf4 f5 26.Kd3 d5 27.Kd2
Re8 28.Kd3 Kf6 29.RA Re4
0-1

And white can't prevent
advance of the f-pawn (e.g.,
is 30.Rf2 f4 31.gxf4 Kf5—t-).
Don
Maddox
11.Nd2 Nxd2 12.Qxe7+ (maddoxd@email.nah eHnl
Kxe7 13.Kxd2 Bf5 14.Rel+
has been adviser to the UAH
Kd7 15.Nb4Nc6 16.a3Rae8 Chess Club for almost three
17.Bb5
years. Mr. Maddox is a former
The position is very editor of Chess Life Maga
tense.
zine and an experienced
17...Be4?! DIAGRAM
chess teacher and coach.
Overly aggressive, but it
10.Qe2 h5
Perhaps stronger
10...f5p.

With that, the Chargers
finished the GSC crossover
with six wins and two losses,
bringing their season totals
to (46-12) overall, and (12-7)

in the GSC. The Lady Charg
ers next gear up for a threegame regular season finale at
home against the Valdosta
State Blazers on April 21 and

22. The game will be the last
played at home for outfielder
Ashley Potter, the team's
only senior. So, be sure to
make your way out to the

Metro Kiwanis Sportsplex
and cheer on the Lady
Chargers, as they prepare for
the GSC championships on
May 6 through May8!

life, convoluted though the
path may be. I will definitely
remember my time here with

fondness and I will always
value the lessons I learned. I
won't be here at The Expo-

nent but I will be out there,
making my way in this life,
searching for what is meant

for me. Peace to you all. Now
go out and live your lives!
Watch the future take shape.

need help. These centers nor
mally have police that can
help them, depending on
where you are. If you feel
you are being followed while

out, do not go home! Keep
driving and use right hand
turns to get away, or if you
are low on gas at least get to
a well lit location or even a

PoBce station. If on a lonely
highway, feel safe stopping
for police as long as it is a
marked car. But most of all,
use your common sense and

always try to keep a level
head—it will go a long way
in keeping you safe.

Factors Affecting The Cnst «f Your Tei.hnnl,,
Paid at Book Buvhack
1. Current Edition:

ls the Book Edition the same one your

rfeSSOr WiShCS ,0 g0,0 a new editio"

^Sdhi

a bbook,
S k your old bookfkywill
°Un have no value at book buyback.

LCTumiZed Bund,es> Software, Disks, Codes: If the book
ordered by your professor contains disks, software, or individual
student user codes, it more than likely will not be bought back by the
a n°ew ho k
u d° "0t Se" theSe comPonents separately thus
ed each semester.
h,. aTn
I
If you buy these
bundled supplemental materials, and they are not used in your class
sk your professor why the class can't use the textbook by itself? '
3 Specialize" Textbooks: Several of the courses at UAH use a
be
Au^r Aeese0,°k,WherC T* PI°teSSOT °T "eP^ment may
oe me Author. These texts are ordered by your professors as "new
Book BuybaT' * S°'d 35

" b°Ught back

bylhe

Bookstore at

4. You can help control the costs of your textbooks Ask your
numhSS°H

ls

P°ssible to use a book that can be bought back and

one Kl.rdCOnditl0n'

ThC SaVi"gS

°f3used

bo°k

°™ramew

p. "Buyer Beware" of Online v,n,w. Many of the textbooks at
™C0?tai" cust°mized disks, software, and other materials made
pecifically for your UAH courses only. These "bundles" are not
offered to online vendors or in used condition with ail the
^ ,'he

time y°U Pay freight 3,111 return

*" *"

™f"

Penalties the

—»

If you have any questions about Book Buyback, or the rising costs of
textbooks, call your UAH Bookstore. We're here to serve youi
824-6604
www.uah.bkstr.com

The Exponent would like to thank Tammy
Wenslow-Smith for her contributions to the
layout of this week's edition.
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Classifieds

MISC.

FOR SALE
Texas Instrument TI-89
Graphing Calculator Descrip
tion: Gently Used. $50 or best
offer. Contact Leslie at
tegfe.guner@redstone.anpy.ma
SIMS PC GAME: the starter
pack and the bonus Super
star pack. Gently Used 20.00/
game or best offer. Contact
Leslie
at
leslie.gruner@redtone.armv.mil
H.P desktop for sale. It in
cludes cd burner, 15 inch LCD
flat screen monitor, speakers,
keyboard, Windows Me, and
printer. $250 dollars. Call 7970900
Privia 88-Key Digital Piano:
88-Key Scaled Hammer Ac
tion, 10 Tones, 30 Tunes
Memory storage for 10
downloadable songs, CS-55
Stand, Pedal Included. $400.
Call Morgan @ 205-567-1870
Poker Chip Set, includes 500
9g chips, two new decks of
cards, 5 dice, and a black car
rier that holds everything de
scribed. Asking 50$ Call 6584325)
LIKE NEW RollerbladeInline
Skates. 15 pairs sizes 10.512.5. $100 o.b.o. takes all.
(256)682-5476.

$450 Group Fundraiser
Scheduling Bonus 4 hours
of your group's time PLUS
our free (yes, free)
fundraising
solutions
EQUALS $1,000-$2,000 in
earnings for your group. Call
today for a $450 bonus when
you schedule your non-sales
fundraiser
with
CampusFundraiser. Contact
CampusFundraiser, (888) 9233238,
or
visit
www.campusfundraiser.com.

Crossword 101
Reading Material
Across
1
monster
5 Toddler's nighttime ritual
9 Golden Rule word
13 Eye part
14 Brazilian dance
15 Poetic contraction
16 Vogue, e.g.
19 Explosive initials
20 "See ya!"' in Roma
21 Shreds
22 Hades
23 Queen Mary berth
24 States
27 Hurried
28 Follows black or golden
31 Israeli city
32 Headliner
33 Forbidden
34 NYTimes.com, e.g.
37 Cools
38 Cut of meat
39 Corrodes
40 Precedes handed and
blooded
41 Stitched
42
Abe
43 Twitches
44 Mongrel
45 Went bad
48 Go it alone
49 North Pole worker
52 A Tale of Two Cities, e.g.
55
podrida
56 Golf-clubs
57 Where Cash shot a man?
58 Underling
59 Crow cries
60 Tell of one's successes

$600 Group Fundraiser
Scheduling Bonus 4 hours of
your group's time PLUS our
free (yes, free) fundraising
solutions EQUALS $1,000$2,000 in earnings for your
group. Call TODAY for a
$600 bonus when you sched
ule your non-sales fundraiser
with CampusFundraiser.
Contact CampusFundraiser,
(888) 923-3238, or visit
www.campusfundraiser.com.
I had a black purse stolen,
Doony & Bourke. It was sto
len in the Wal-Mart parking
lot. It has lots of important
items in it. I am prepared to
offer between $500-$1,000 as
a reward for its return and the
items it contained. Please
email
me
at
fordt@email.uah.edu with
any information about it.

Caribie&a SCtu/eoC AssoriaCum Prwmts.
£xpeg*3oas a*s
fooltie
"VSfes"
CSA Carnim/ 2O0S on Friday22, 200S at 300pm

Down
1 Talent
2 Tehran locale
3 "A" follower, at times
4 Hearth remains
5 Commonplace

five
food, T-S6xr&
Bad Jo& of Magic
To s&n up Cae....Lisa 324-3730,
Jasco 430-3420

6 Colt 45 need
7 Sked. initials, often
8 Negotiators
9 Begin to remove a coat
10 "No," in Hamburg
11 Bar follower
12 Mine yields
14 Stains
17 Delivery person of yore
18 Dry
22 Some stereos
23 Deposit eggs
24 Where to find a bass?
25 Knight's weapon
26 Had the flu
27 Gertrude, for one
28 Pass by
29 Assists
30 Explode
32 Overwhelms with flattery
33 Razz
35 Precedes chair and guitar
36 Electron's opposite
41 Feed holder
42 Ship bodies

43 Tennessee gamer
44 Mutters
45 Spend money
46 Heap
47 Scandinavian capitol
48 Barge
49 At any time
50 Singer Home
51 Whip
53 George's brother
54 Sphere

Quotable Quote
Football combines two
of the worst things in
American life. It is
violence punctuated
by committee meetings.

George Will

By UFR Associates • •• Visit our web site at www.gfrpuzzles.com

V2ot cur raSwaj vmiv. oa£-oJu/CSA/.ua

YOU KNOW, STK-. / DOffT KNOW
ABOUT YOU. BUT / WAS STARTING
TO i/KB TNB HUMANS..
.

AFT BR STUDYING THB HUMAN RACB
FOR YEARS, THB ALIENS HATE DECIDED
TO HEAD BACK HOME.

HMM. yes.

>

/ MBAN. THBy ARB STUPID.
BUT THEY'RE BUN NT TOO.

YBAH. t THINK
TM GOING TO MISS THBM.

DUlNimUIOB.

WBU. IT LOOKS U KB
YOU PIDtfT MISS THBM.

